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Houghton Mifflin, 2008. Book Condition: New. Brand New, Unread Copy in Perfect Condition. A+
Customer Service! Summary: Thirty years after the epic journey chronicled in his classic work The
Great Railway Bazaar, the world's most acclaimed travel writer re-creates his 25,000-mile journey
through eastern Europe, central Asia, the Indian subcontinent, China, Japan, and Siberia. Half a
lifetime ago, Paul Theroux virtually invented the modern travel narrative by recounting his grand
tour by train through Asia. In the three decades since, the world he recorded in that book has
undergone phenomenal change. The Soviet Union has collapsed and China has risen; India booms
while Burma smothers under dictatorship; Vietnam flourishes in the aftermath of the havoc
America was unleashing on it the last time Theroux passed through. And no one is better able to
capture the texture, sights, smells, and sounds of that changing landscape than Theroux. Theroux's
odyssey takes him from eastern Europe, still hung-over from communism, through tense but
thriving Turkey into the Caucasus, where Georgia limps back toward feudalism while its neighbor
Azerbaijan revels in oil-fueled capitalism. Theroux is firsthand witness to it all, traveling as the locals
doby stifling train, rattletrap bus, illicit taxi, and mud-caked footencountering...
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Reviews
Comprehensive information for publication enthusiasts. It is rally exciting throgh reading through time. I am happy to tell you that here is the greatest
book i have got read through in my personal existence and can be he best ebook for possibly.
-- Reese Mor issette
It is really an awesome ebook which i have ever go through. It is actually writter in straightforward terms and not confusing. I am very easily could get a
satisfaction of reading a written ebook.
-- Clotilde Wieg a nd
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